
Ori and the Will of the Wisps: Ultimate Tips
and Tricks for an Enchanting Journey

Ori and the Will of the Wisps is a breathtaking Metroidvania that transports
players into a mesmerizing world filled with ethereal beauty and heart-
pounding challenges. As the titular Ori, you'll embark on a perilous quest to
save the Spirit Tree and restore balance to the forest. To aid you in your
journey, we've compiled a comprehensive guide packed with tips and tricks
that will enhance your gameplay experience and grant you the edge in
navigating the game's intricate environments.
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Essential Gameplay Tips

1. Embrace Your Abilities

Ori possesses a diverse range of abilities that evolve throughout the game.
Master the nuances of each ability by experimenting and adjusting your
strategies. The Bash ability allows for swift traversal, while Sentry and Spirit
Edge prove invaluable in combat.

2. Explore Every Nook and Cranny

Ori's world teems with hidden secrets, power-ups, and collectibles. Leave
no stone unturned as you explore every corner of the vast forest. These
discoveries will enhance your character's skills and aid in your overall
progression.

3. Practice Precision

Ori and the Will of the Wisps demands precision. Time your jumps and
dashes with accuracy to overcome obstacles and defeat enemies. Master
the art of aiming your Spirit Edge for effective combat.

4. Conserve Spirit Energy
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Spirit Energy fuels Ori's abilities. Manage it wisely by using them
strategically. Avoid unnecessary attacks or bursts of speed to ensure you
have sufficient energy when needed most.

5. Adapt to Enemy Patterns

Each enemy type exhibits unique attack patterns. Observe and adapt your
strategies accordingly. Some enemies require quick reflexes, while others
demand a more patient approach.

Combat Strategies

1. Master Melee Combat

Ori's melee attacks offer a reliable means of close-range combat. Practice
chaining combos to maximize damage and stun enemies. Time your
attacks carefully to avoid retaliation.

2. Utilize Projectiles

The Spirit Edge allows Ori to hurl projectiles at a distance. This versatile
weapon is effective against airborne enemies and can weaken foes before
engaging in melee.

3. Employ Environmental Hazards

Ori's surroundings present numerous environmental hazards that can aid in
combat. Lure enemies into spikes, water, or traps to inflict additional
damage or disrupt their attacks.

4. Weaken Bosses

Boss fights in Ori and the Will of the Wisps can be daunting. Study boss
patterns, identify their weaknesses, and utilize the environment to your



advantage. Don't hesitate to use healing items when necessary.

Exploration Tips

1. Enhance Your Map Skills

Ori's map is an invaluable tool for navigation. Use it to mark points of
interest, track your progress, and plan your route.

2. Search for Spiritwells

Spiritwells serve as checkpoints and allow Ori to heal and save his
progress. Explore thoroughly to locate all Spiritwells and ensure you have
safe havens throughout your journey.

3. Investigate Light Seeps

Light Seeps are portals that transport Ori to hidden areas. These often
contain valuable power-ups or collectibles. Seek out and activate as many
Light Seeps as you can find.

4. Utilize Burrowing

Certain areas require Ori to burrow underground. This ability grants access
to secret paths and allows you to bypass obstacles. Be mindful of your
surroundings while burrowing to avoid getting trapped.

5. Embrace Backtracking

As Ori gains new abilities, you can revisit previously explored areas to
access new paths and uncover hidden secrets. Backtracking can lead to
substantial rewards and enhance your overall experience.

Technical and Accessibility Features



1. Optimize Performance

For a seamless gameplay experience, consider adjusting the game's
graphics settings based on your system specifications. Lowering resolution
or visual effects can improve performance without compromising the
game's beauty.

2. Utilize Accessibility Options

Ori and the Will of the Wisps offers a wide range of accessibility options,
including colorblind modes, customizable controls, and adjustable difficulty
settings. Explore these options to tailor the game to your needs and
preferences.

3. Explore with Assist Mode

Assist Mode allows players to customize the game's difficulty to suit their
abilities. This mode provides options for invincibility, unlimited energy, and
reduced damage, empowering players of all skill levels to enjoy the game's
enchanting world.

Ori and the Will of the Wisps weaves a captivating tapestry of exploration,
combat, and puzzle-solving. By embracing the game's unique mechanics,
honing your skills, and utilizing our comprehensive tips and tricks, you'll
elevate your gameplay experience to new heights. Embark on Ori's
extraordinary journey with confidence, knowing that you possess the
knowledge to navigate its challenges and uncover its countless wonders.
May your adventures through the forest of Nibel be filled with enchantment
and triumph!
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